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30 years of river restoration!
Bernhardt et al 2005, Fig S-1

“It is now a question of…restor[ing] degraded rivers to increase their environmental value in terms
of flora, fisheries and amenity…Essentially, it is a question of removing the legacy of uniformity and
recreating the diversity that is characteristic of natural channels.”
(Hey, 1994, p354).

1. Water resources management: water where and when

WE want it – mostly for agriculture, for millennia

2. Hazard management: reducing river flooding, erosion,

and river ‘instability’, for centuries…

 Tulla 1817 “as a rule no stream or river needs more than one

bed”: start of engineered river corridors

3. Conservation management: preserve and restore

rivers for ecosystem benefit, functional benefit, social
and environmental justice, for decades
 ‘state of the environment’ concerns, EIA

…as practices for 1 and 2 are usually well-established, C21 river
management is frequently about how to refine practices for managing
water resources & hazards while integrating conservation goals…

Boon, 1992

 We don’t really know…

Kondolf et al. 2007 CA:
 Monitoring in 89% projects – no protocol. Problems = lack of funding, staff time
 Specific measurable objectives in <50% projects but 52% of projects ‘completely
successful’…
Morandi et al. 2014 France:
1. Evaluation strategies remain too poor to link a restoration project and ecological
changes
2. Conclusions drawn are often contradictory, difficult to determine success or
failure
3. Projects with the poorest evaluation strategies generally have the most positive
conclusions about the effects of restoration!

2014…

2016…

Into the
Anthropocene(?)
• Partly a matter of definition…
• overwhelming?
• dominant?
• significant?
• ‘Great Acceleration’ since 1950s
Intl. Comm. on Stratigraphy
Subcomm. on Quat.
Stratigraphy

Smith and Zerder 2013 Anthropocene

The ‘Anthropocene equation’
Rate of change of
the Earth System

A = Astronomical forcing
G = Geophysical forcing
I = Internal dynamics
H = Human activity

Gaffney and Steffan 2017,
The Anthropocene Review

Earth system
evidence…
Steffan et al. 2015
The Anthropocene Review
Mid C20 ‘Great Acceleration’…
the most convincing starting date
for the Anthropocene(?)
…in river systems?

2. River system evolution in the Anthropocene

In Fluvial Geomorphology?

Brown et al 2013 and 2017
Earth Surface Processes and Landforms

• General Answer: f (geomorphic system, size, relief, susceptibility to tectonic activity) … more
evident in small- to medium-sized catchments (Brown et al., 2017)
• Long history of ‘human impact’ studies, but integrated evidential basis?
Needs cumulative impact studies… better understand the role of human agency, cause-effect
sensitivity, advise research priorities, understand river-related risks, forecasting river health,
biodiversity, ecosystem services, aid environmental water management and design, comprehend
the Anthropocene ‘footprint’ in river systems, etc…

Cumulative impact:
responses and drivers

=f

Multi-driver change:
a systematic review
Downs & Piégay 2019

Web of Science: ‘river channel’ + combinations
of ‘change’, ‘evolution’, sensitivity’ ‘catchment’
& ‘historical’. Screened 264 hits…

90 reviewed for eligibility criteria:
1. Involved a catchment-historical perspective
2. integrated multiple drivers for change
3. Differentiated reach-scale changes
4. Examined cause and effect, not just changes
25 papers since 2000 satisfied all criteria:
permitted by remotely-sensed data & GIS

Cumulative impact studies
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What does a multiple impact study look like?
Factors driving change

Driver ‘Scale’

What sort of response? Morphological change

Associating cause and effect:
Conceptual models

Fryirs et al. 2009, Pont et al., 2009, Ziliani and
Surian 2012, Downs et al., 2013, Salit et al. 2015

When did change occur? …intensity & timing

‘Great acceleration’ since 1950?

Rivers of the ‘late’
Anthropocene… (1880-2005)

Geomorphology 2019, 338: 88-104

In response to: 5-6 drivers at 4 scales
Flow or flood regime variability, bank protection, dam construction,
instream mining, land use change,
forest cover change
Have CO-EVOLVED with human activity by:

•
•
•
•
•

channel narrowing (fluctuating with widening)
bed incision
reducing lateral activity
changing from braided to single-thread channel
reducing sediment flux and channel storage
Morphologically novel…no analogy forms are suggestive of Anthropocene

3. Adequacy of
cumulative impact studies
 Exploratory, ‘pattern recognition’ papers:– ‘a meaningful
clustering of experiences’ (Kwasnik 1999), facilitated by
‘anti-reductionism’ led by technical advances, not tests or
concept led (Gregory & Lewin 2015).
 “…each research community at various points must gather
up the disparate pieces and in some way communicate
what is known, expressing it in such a way to be useful for
further discovery and understanding” (Kwasnik 1999, p.23).
 Abductive reasoning – infer reasoning from pattern of
outcomes – basis for hypothesis formulation, but not
realised yet…analysis lags behind concepts, bias towards
the local

The problem:
quotient is not
possible…

Moving beyond the case study: challenges for modelling
A. Data: comprehensive catchment-historical dataset of drivers & responses
B. Conceptual: create a cause-effect model of driver-response
C.

Functional: combine disparate data sources, resolutions & scales

D. Connectivity: Accommodate time lags, upstream/downstream connectivity

Data challenge: cause and effect
DRIVERS
Catchment area data
Terrain as percentage slopes
Catchment geology
Precipitation
Land cover data, including
urban areas
Wildfire frequency
Estimated sediment production
by tributary
Estimated suspended sediment
production by tributary
Areas upstream of dams
Area upstream of debris basins
Past, present, future land cover

Network data
River network
Road network
‘Public’ embankments
(engineered)
Aggregate permit areas
Point data
Dams
Debris basins
Earthquakes epicentres
Landslides following 1994
Northridge earthquake
Gauging stations / flood
events

RESPONSES

Conceptual challenge - create a generic cause-effect, process-based model of
sensitivity of channel evolution
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Achieving Functionality and Connectivity

Bayesian Belief Networks: a probabilistic approach
• A graphical structure and probabilistic description of the relationships among system variables
• Explicit cause-and-effect assumptions, allows a complex causal chain linking actions to outcomes via
an articulated series of conditional relationships
• Each relationship independently quantified using a sub-model suitable for available information
• Particularly useful [where] predictable patterns may emerge at a variety of scales, necessitating a
multiplicity of model forms
Borsuk et al., 2004

Bayesian Belief Networks: a white box model
Challenge is to create the Conditional Probability Tables – the expert input

Netica software, Norsys Software Corp.

Create SCR specific, hierarchical cause-effect functional model
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forthcoming, sometime…
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4. What does change look
like? Morphologically…
(Lower) Santa
Clara River
Ventura Co., CA

2005

Drivers of change: natural and human influences
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WATERSHED IIMPACTS CHRONOLOGY
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sensitivity
R5-6

R7
Mildly sensitive:
transitional backwater
reach

Sensitive, resilient: similar to 1930:
dynamic morphology, no aggregate
mining / levees, Sespe?
R1-4

‘Insensitive by force’: ‘static’, incised,
mining transformed, levees maintain - not
recovering

R8-10

Mildly sensitive: aggraded and narrower:
regulation, urban pulse, St.Francis dam?,
high supply since 1969?

Manifestation of the
Anthropocene…
LSCR ‘insensitive by
force’…

Downs et al. 2013

Overwhelming
impact of the
‘Great Acceleration’?

What does change look like?
Morpho-sedimentologically…
Lagunitas Creek
Marin Co., CA

Lagunitas Creek

Sources

Production 33%
Delivery 26%

Sediment
budget by
processes

Production 8%

35%

Production 57%
Delivery 62%
22%

Sinks

Anthropocene manifestation…












Incision reduces overbank losses: delivery
ratio ~100%
Dammed (incised) rivers have high yields;
agric catchments may be conservative

Sediment
budget
component

Regulated
mainstem

Unregulated
9 – 32% yield
Trimble 1999
tributary

Shift

Increase /
New

Storage

Decrease

Decrease
Yield
= 84%

In incised rivers, yield estimates MUST
include an estimate of channel erosion

Transfer rate

Increase

Spatial Impacts: Humans have altered ALL
intra-watershed sediment processes – and
sediment CALIBER

Altered –
Increase?

Movement
thro storage

Increase /
Decrease

Increase

Effective yield rate (ca.300 t km-2 a-1) ≈ to
disturbance rates with Euro-American arrival

Are we (re)creating bedrock rivers?

Production

5. Managing rivers
beyond the tipping point
Incised rivers – the icon of the fluvial
Anthropocene?
• Caused by multiple, sustained
impacts
Simplified river systems
• narrower, incised, (coarse) sediment
impoverished, reduced lateral
activity, simplified patterns
• Intrinsic & absolute aquatic habitat
reductions…

Le Pont Saint-Esprit 700th anniversary in 2009

Co-evolution & restoration
challenges…
• Rivers held out of equilibrium prompt
interesting dilemmas…
• Novel morphologies = death knell for
historical state reversion: naturalize (Rhoads
et al. 1999) under prevailing process regime,
use reference conditions (Power et al. 1998)
• Habitat implications of intra-watershed
sediment process/caliber alterations
• Need cause-and-effect diagnosis for
sustainably planning for change

Physical evolutionary concerns…
• Bank retreat: mass failure frequently now more
common than bank erosion
• Fragmentation: reductions in effective sediment
contributing area emphasize alluvial sediments
sources and +ve feedback (until bedrock)
• Dwindling coarse sediment storage for habitats
– Coarse sediment as a finite resource
– Consider fine:coarse sediment ratio

• Determine time-dependent coarse sediment
dynamics: network-scale supply, reach-scale
stress conditioning & antecedent wetness (Downs
& Soar in revision), grain-scale coarse sediment
continuity (Papengelakis & MacVicar in review)

See also: Downs et al.
2016; Soar & Downs 2017

Restoration vs the Anthropocene: multiverse or universe?
Approaches to Restoration:
• Multiple management contexts: conditioned
by space, place, time, cultural context, political
framework (Downs & Gregory, 2004)
BUT
• Consistent physical contexts: rivers incised,
disconnected, simplified, narrower, sediment
impoverished, less active
Last 30 years – technique formulation and (rather
unproven) ‘tests’ on novel ecosystems
Next 30: towards ‘responsible stewardship of the
earth system’ (Crutzen and Steffan’s (2003)?

The Fluvial Anthropocene

Characteristics

0. Holocene to 1750 –
Increasing significance

Valley alluviation, soil erosion,
mills, weirs

1. ≈1750-1850: Beginnings
of dominance

River ‘improvements’: incl.
aesthetic design &
industrialisation

2. ≈1850-1950: Increasing
dominance

Industrial & urban expansion:
pollutants, floodplain
dissection, urban spread,
water supply reservoirs

3. ≈1950-90: Great
Acceleration:
overwhelming influence

Floodplain population
pressure: narrowing, incision,
simplification

4. ≈1990-2020:
Diachronous states

Sustained pressure, some
minor releases (restoration)

5. 2020 on: responsible
stewardship?

Recognise, accommodate &
roll-back pressures
Extended from Lewin 2013

Thank you!

